
 

The whole day was a big exercise in being in the presence of the Author.
It’s like...
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mygrammarlab book download mygrammarlab english
book.Q: Merging arrays in a loop in MATLAB I have a

function that at the end I want to merge 2 arrays in a
loop, but I am getting an error because when I combine

2 arrays the size is wrong. Here is the function:
function a=printprompts(e,f) % Getting two arrays -
prompts and answers. count=1; while ~e.interacted

e.interacted=e.interacted(1)+1; % Get the index of the
prompt to start indexstart=floor(e.interacted*f.questio
nnumprompts/e.interacted)+1; % Get the index of the

answer for the prompt answernumber=floor(e.interacte
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d*f.questionnumprompts/e.interacted)+1; % Loop for
all prompts starting from the second one. for i=indexst
art:(e.interacted-1)*f.questionnumprompts+indexstart
answers=getanswer(e,f,i); % Store the answer in the
answers array. a(count,:)=answers; % In the end all

answers should be stored in the answers array.
count=count+1; end end This is my array declaration:

promptArray=randi(200,2,1000,2,2);
answerArray=promptArray(:,:); And the error I get:

Error using merge The first array's dimensions are too
large for the destination's 'Numel' property. I have also

declared the two arrays as dynamic. Any ideas as to
how to fix this? Thanks in advance. A:
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